DESCRIPTION:

1. The model PS1-FGB is designed for an inverted T-bar application.
2. An extruded aluminum outer frame retaining the removable face is utilized for cleaning after installation. A series of spring clips which are totally concealed retain the face.
3. The model PS1-1-FGB is designed for a 24"x24" T-bar system. The back is made of rigid fiberglass that is pre-scored to accommodate 5" to 16" diameter flexible duct. The interior of the FG is black.
4. The 1" FOIL FGB has excellent noise absorption and insulating characteristics.

OPTIONS:

1. Finish
   - ANOD Clear Anodized
   - WHITE
   - MB Medium Bronze
   - B Black
   - Custom
2. Options:
   - PF, PFT

AirGuide Manufacturing, LLC. reserves the right to change any information concerning product or pricing without notice.